
 
 
 

_______________________ Drawing Mediums    ___  
There are a variety of different mediums you can select when creating a drawing. Some of the 
most common options include: Pencil, Conte / Conte pencils, Chalk Pastels / Oil Pastels,                        

                           Pencil Crayons, Pen and Ink. 

___________________________________________ Tools    ___  
Drawing pencils – a range of soft and hard pencils used to draw.  
Pencils identified with an “H” are used to draw light, thin, clean lines. They are ideal for creating a light sketch, 
or drawing perspective lines. 

 

Pencils identified with a “B” are used to add a range of values. The degree of softness is indicated by the 
number beside the “B”, the higher the number, softer and darker the lead. 
 
Kneadable Eraser – used for eliminating lines, and creating highlights 
 
Stomp / Tortillon – a paper tool used for blending 
 
Transfer Paper – used to transfer your image onto a high quality paper / board. Paper coated with a packed 
pigmented powder. When marks are made with sufficient pressure upon the paper's uncoated side, a likeness of 
those marks is transferred to the surface placed below the transfer paper with the pigments from its coated side.  
 
Newsprint – inexpensive paper for quick large drawings  
 
Drawing Board – a portable drawing surface used to protect your drawing sheets from getting wrinkled or torn 
 
Fixative – a spray used to protect your drawing for smudging 
 
Medium – the materials used to create your artwork (ie. Pencil, pastels, pen, charcoal…)  
 
Sandpaper block – is a tool with tear-off sheets of fine sandpaper used for sharpening only the points of 
pencils; hence pencils won’t wear down as quickly as with pencil sharpeners. 
 

____________________________________ Terminology    ___  
 

Value – refers to the range of different greys from light to dark or from dark to light.  
 
Life Drawing – refers to drawing from an actual object / living being, rather than a photo or sketch. 
 
Negative Space – refers to the area around and/or behind a drawing subject such as objects, people, or 
animals.  By checking the negative space of your subject, you can improve the accuracy of your drawing 
 
Positive Space – refers to the space occupied by the drawing subject and/or its (or his or her) various parts. 
 
Rule of Thirds – It is a method to create ideal proportions. The points, where the perpendicular lines intersect, 
identify four ideal locations for the most important components of a composition (ie. your focal point).   
 
Tooth – refers to the surface texture of paper, which can range from silky smooth to very course. The more 
tooth a paper has, the rougher it feels to the touch.  The tooth can give your drawing a sense of texture also. 
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______________________________________ Techniques    ___  
 
Grid – is a precise arrangement of a specific number of squares, of exact sizes, proportionally drawn on both 
photo and a drawing surface.  A grid can be used to break down an image in order to draw it more accurately.               
 

         

 

 

 

 
 
 
Gesture Drawing / Sketch – uses quick and simple sketching methods to capture the past, present, or 
potential movements of living beings. 
 
Contour Drawing – is a drawing comprised of lines that follow the outline edge and details of your subject. 
 
Blending /Shading – the process of rubbing shading lines with a blending tool (stomp or your finger) to 
evenly distribute the drawing medium for a smooth silky gradation of values. 
 
Hatching – creates the illusion of values by using parallel lines drawn closer or further apart. 
 
Cross-Hatching – creates the illusion of values by using crossing lines drawn closer or further apart. 
 
Pointillism – creates the illusion of values by using dots drawn closer or further apart. 

 

____________________________________ Drawing Tips    ___  
There are many different methods to create an accurate drawing, below are listed some helps tricks to carefully 
“look” at your image. 

1. Use a grid to accurately recreate the contour. 
2. Continuously check your angles. 
3. Examine your drawing upside down. 
4. Examine the negative space (area around the objects). 
5. Break your image in simple shapes such as circles, squares and triangles. 

 

_________________ Different Methods to Create Value    ___  

                       Hatching Cross-hatching          Pointillism                   Scribbles 

    

 



What is Gesture Drawing? 
  Basically, it is a method of training hands to quickly sketch what the brain has already 

seen. Staying "focused" means sustained concentration. Once you start drawing, don't 
stop--there's only 10-30 seconds to finish! As you proceed in skill development, 

drawings should be "grouped" with overlapped shapes and time extended up to 2 
minutes. This is Gesture practice. 

1. Focus – be sure to look carefully at your still life and not only at your drawing. 

 

2. Draw in Layers – draw a light first layer as a rough, your second layer make corrections and 

adjustments and third layer emphasize the darks. 
 

3. Draw Quickly – catch the form not the details 

 

4. Constant Movement – keep your hand moving 

 

5. Timed drawings - 30 second drawings to 2 mins. Continue drawing for the full amount of time 

 

6. No erasing – don’t break your rhythm with erasing, remember it is just an exercise. 

 

                           
 

               



What is Contour Drawing?What is Contour Drawing?What is Contour Drawing?What is Contour Drawing?    
 

Contour drawing involves using line to capture the three-dimensional qualities of an object.  In addition 
to external contours, internal features and details are also included using continuous line.  Below is a 
breakdown of how to go about completing a contour drawing. 
 

1. Choose a starting point for your drawing. 
 

2. Use one continuous line - draw your figure or object as though you are tracing the outer 
edge of it (if you lift up your pencil, try to put it back down where you left off).  

 

3. Include major details - As you are drawing, move the line inside the figure to capture major 

details such as eyes, nose, wrinkles of clothing, etc. 
 

4. Vary your line – As you draw, try to alter the thickness of the line.  This gives your drawing 
more of a sense of three-dimensions. 

 

5. Draw slow and look at your model - The slower you draw, the more accurate you 
become.  Include more details as you move along the figure, being sure to spend more time 
looking at the figure than your paper. 

 

6. Try a blind contour - With more experience, try a contour drawing without looking down at 

your paper.  This is called a “blind contour.”  Often these drawings don’t look like your subject 
(until you have more experience), but can result in interesting images and help to improve your 
observation skills. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


